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Abstract: Cloud Computing has become a popular IT service delivery model in recent years. While the cloud brings

several benefits, there are still some challenges that need to be overcome to apply the cloud model in certain

scenarios. One such problem is the so-called vendor lock-in since different cloud providers offer peculiar and

often incompatible services, which results in the automatic migration impossibility of the application between

cloud providers. This issue becomes even more problematic when thinking of future applications composed of

services or components hosted by different cloud providers in a multi-cloud environment. Dealing with ven-

dor lock-in in multiple clouds requires addressing two important challenges: interoperability and portability.

Some solutions have been proposed to deal with both problems, but most of them fail to provide flexibility.

Therefore, we propose PacificClouds, a novel architecture based on microservices for addressing interopera-

bility in a multi-cloud environment. PacificClouds differs from previous works by providing greater flexibility

due to the microservices architectural pattern. In this article, we also propose a definition of microservices

and a comparative analysis of the works related to PacificClouds. Finally, we show the main challenges of

PacificClouds, and we point out the future directions.

1 INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing represents the consolidation of the

utility computing idea, i.e., users access the cloud

as a service and utilize resources such as hardware,

software and storage through a contract with a pro-

vider and pay for consumption according to establis-

hed policies. Furthermore, cloud computing resour-

ces seems like an inexhaustible source of virtualized

resources for the user; in consequence, the cloud al-

lows the systems elastic growth (Vaquero et al., 2009).

Facing the cloud computing’s success, cloud pro-

viders proliferate rapidly; each one them wants to of-

fer infrastructure, platform, and services to satisfy the

needs of its users in such a manner that they do not

want to use other providers. The infrastructure and

services of a provider differ somewhat from others.

Therefore, providers become considerably specific.

Thus, the problem known as vendor lock-in arises

as a consequence the user applications are dependent

on a single cloud provider technology. According to

(Opara-Martins et al., 2015), vendor lock-in is one of

the barriers to the adoption of cloud computing. The

research further points out that organizations’ desire

to adopt the cloud for their benefit is primarily related

to capacity, scalability, and speed, but they consider

urgent the vendor lock-in treatment.

One method for treating vendor lock-in is the use

of multiple clouds, although a small number of en-

terprises adopt this approach, their popularity is in-

creasing. One reason for the low adoption of multi-

ple clouds is cloud providers interest lack to promote

interoperability and portability (Grozev and Buyya,

2014). According to this context, (Opara-Martins

et al., 2015) observes the need for dealing with in-

teroperability and portability in order to mitigate the

problem of vendor lock-in. Section 2 describes mul-

tiple clouds, interoperability and portability.

In addition, (Opara-Martins et al., 2015) still notes

that no approach exists that meets the needs of enter-

prises. Some of the reasons there is no proposed so-

lution widely adopted to mitigate vendor lock-in are:

most solutions are inflexible; software architects must

adopt specific technologies for the application deve-

lopment with a steep learning curve, (Petcu, 2013).

In consideration of these limitations, the applica-
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tions must be designed and developed as native cloud

applications. For that matter, the applications are built

with the focus on integration with the cloud model, to

obtain full cloud advantages; it, also ensures other fe-

atures labeled as IDEAL (Isolated state, Distribution,

Elasticity, Automated management, Loose coupling).

In this manner, the native cloud application can faci-

litate the application deployment in multiple clouds,

hence help treat interoperability and portability (Feh-

ling et al., 2014).

Microservices can aid in obtaining the native

cloud application’s characteristics; therefore, they fo-

cus on aspects as componentization of small and lig-

htweight services, agile and DevOps practices, in-

frastructure automation with continuous delivery fe-

atures, decentralized data management, and decen-

tralized governance among services. The microser-

vices promise more agility, more delivery speed, and

more scalability compared with traditional monolithic

applications, resulting in less overall cost (Newman,

2015), (RV, 2016). In Section 3, we describe, present

challenges and propose a definition for microservices.

In this work, we propose a novel architecture ba-

sed on microservices to address interoperability for a

multi-cloud environment, called PacificClouds, in or-

der to mitigate vendor lock-in and aid to obtain full

cloud advantages. PacificClouds promotes flexibility

for user’s decisions related to requirements and ap-

plication architecture, and for choosing the clouds to

execute each microservice of the application. There-

fore, PacificClouds differentiate from the other works

as it possesses features related to the use of the micro-

service and native cloud application, and mainly due

to the flexibility. In Section 4, we present in details

PacificClouds.

PacificClouds is flexible as it allows the use of se-

veral independent cloud providers. The providers can

use different technology backgrounds and let software

architects utilize several techniques in developing the

applications, update the software and the user and ap-

plication requirements at runtime. The proposed ar-

chitecture is lightweight, since each module is respon-

sible only for one business logic. It possesses decen-

tralized governance of the application because each

part of the application is independent of one another,

i.e., the application modules possess loosely coupled.

The applications are native cloud applications based

on microservices. Thus, the applications can be de-

ployed/redeployed/updated at runtime, analyzing the

application requirements and the user’s SLA. There-

fore, software architects do not need to be concer-

ned with the cloud selections, application deployment

and what technologies are used in application deve-

lopment. In addition, they can request, in runtime, a

new SLA by analyzing the monitoring metrics.

According to the context aforementioned, the con-

tributions of this article are given below:

• The proposition and description of PacificClouds,

a novel architecture, which provides greater ease

in the development of native cloud application,

and more flexibility in the deployment and exe-

cution of an application in multiple clouds envi-

ronment because of microservice use.

• A more comprehensive definition of microservice.

• A comparative analysis of the works related to Pa-

cificClouds. The related work are described in

Section 5 and a discuss is presented in Section 6.

Last, in Section 7, we show this work’s primary

contributions, describe PacificClouds’ main develo-

ping challenges and discuss future directions.

2 MULTIPLE CLOUDS

Multiple clouds enable applications to take advantage

of the best features of different components provided

by several cloud providers. Since there is still no stan-

dardized taxonomy for the subject, different terms are

used in the literature and they often have the same

meaning or they are a branch of an existing one.

In this work, we adopt the definitions used by (Pe-

tcu, 2014b), who classifies different multiple cloud

application scenarios as delivery models and presents

three main proposals for these models. The first, cal-

led multi-cloud, is a delivery model that does not in-

clude a prior agreement among the cloud providers,

a third party assumes the role of intermediary. In

a cloud federation, the second delivery model exists

as an established collaboration arrangement among

cloud providers to share their resources. The third

delivery model, called inter-cloud, can be on both a

cloud federation and multi-cloud, but the scalable and

opportunistic services must be dynamic, and inter-

cloud must possess the cloud broker, which is an in-

termediary actor in the relationship between the pro-

vider and the consumer.

The use of multiple clouds brings several advanta-

ges, and through them, we can achieve the full bene-

fits of cloud properties such as elasticity and pay-as-

you-go (Mezgár and Rauschecker, 2014), (Silva et al.,

2013). However, the multiple clouds bring several

challenges, as well, e.g., interoperability and portabi-

lity related to mitigating vendor lock-in. We consider

portability the ability to allow customers to migrate

data and systems from one cloud to another and inter-

operability capacity to allow customers to use servi-

ces across multiple clouds (Rezaei et al., 2014).
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3 MICROSERVICES

In the literature, microservices have several definiti-

ons; in this section, we present four of them and pro-

pose a definition for microservices. In addition, we

present the main challenges of microservices.

According to (Newman, 2015), microservices are

small, autonomous services that work together. In the

second definition, given by (Pautasso et al., 2017), mi-

croservices are an architectural style as an approach

to developing a single application as a suite of small

services, each running in its process and communica-

ting with lightweight mechanisms, often an Http re-

source. In the definition provided by (RV, 2016), mi-

croservices are an architectural style or an approach

to building IT systems as a set of building capabilities

that are autonomous self-contained, and loosely cou-

pled. Last, (Dragoni and Lluch-lafuente, 2016) pro-

posed two definitions related to microservices: one

for microservice and another for microservice archi-

tecture. Therefore, microservice is a cohesive, inde-

pendent process interacting via messages, and micro-

service architecture is a distributed application where

all its modules are microservices.

We propose a definition for microservices based

on the definitions cited in this work, because we un-

derstand that our definition of microservices shows

the meaning of microservices in the context of multi-

clouds and more specifically in a scenario which the

application is distributed over multiple clouds.

Definition (Microservices): are a set of autonomous,

independent, self-contained services, in which each

service has a single goal, is loosely coupled, and inte-

ract to build a distributed application. Although there

are several benefits of the microservices, they pos-

sess some challenges. The main challenges related to

the adoption of microservices in the construction of a

system are: (i) The software architects must change

the manner of thinking systems design; (ii) the com-

plexities of the distributed systems; (iii) the need for

scaling the systems differently and ensuring that mi-

croservices are resilient (Dragoni and Lluch-lafuente,

2016).

4 PacificClouds

In order to promote greater adoption of cloud com-

puting, we propose PacificClouds to mitigate vendor

lock-in. PacificClouds is a novel architecture that

addresses the interoperability of distributed applica-

tion in multiple clouds via microservices. Thus, Pa-

cificClouds intends to provide flexibility for the soft-

ware architect both in making decisions related to ap-

plication requirements and the use of the clouds. In

addition, PacificClouds can migrate microservice in

runtime to better meet application and user needs.

In this section, we describe a scenario that shows

some of the PacificClouds contributions. Next, we

introduce and explain the PacificClouds architecture.

4.1 Scenario

In this section, we describe a scenario of a web ap-

plication designed and deployed in to a fashion store

named AnaGomesFashion, which is expanding its cu-

stomers as well as the frontiers of action. AnaGo-

mesFashions is a store that sells beachwear, intimate

and fitness fashion. Each fashion segment has several

suppliers distributed in Brazil’s states. It also offers

specialized services to its clients through partnerships

with nutritionists, physiotherapists, and personal trai-

ner. AnaGomesFashions’ online store allows access

to its clients through desktop or mobile phone. The

application has three types of users: Client, Professi-

onalService, and AnaGomesFashions.

Client use the application to purchase products as

well as to get the professional services offered by

the store. ProfessionalService users are professio-

nals who partnered with the store to offer services to

AnaGomesFashions’ clients. The AnaGomesFashi-

ons user is responsible for registering products and

suppliers, as well as monitoring sales, services and fi-

nances.

AnaGomesFashions virtual fashion store offers a

variety of services such as: three fashion segments

sales service; product fitting service according to the

client’s body; services provided in partnership with

three types of professional; progress monitoring ser-

vice; follow-up service for the delivery process, by

the customer and by the store; sales analysis to help

determine which products should be purchased from

the store through its suppliers; after-sales service to

analyze customer satisfaction regarding the products

and services offered by AnaGomesFashions.

4.2 PacificClouds Architecture

According to the PacificClouds goals described in

section 1, we adopt the multi-cloud delivery model,

for it brings greater flexibility. In relation to porta-

bility, we assume the three categories used by (Pe-

tcu et al., 2013) and we report the IaaS and PaaS le-

vels for the portability requirements. According to

interoperability levels, we have considered the follo-

wing criteria, (Nogueira et al., 2016): we have adop-

ted both syntactic and semantic level interoperability,

associated with the agreement level. Regarding the
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adoption level, we assume the communication mecha-

nisms adopted for microservices. Related to the de-

ployment level, we consider both horizontal and ver-

tical interoperability in IaaS and PaaS service models.

We assume the asynchronous communication in the

interactions patterns between cloud levels. Finally,

associated with the end-user level, we adopted user-

centric interoperability.

PacificClouds intends to address interoperability

in the multi-cloud that focuses on the user’s per-

spective through microservices and native cloud ap-

plications. In this manner, it also addresses an impor-

tant issue related to the adoption of cloud computing,

flexibility. Thus, in this subsection, we present and

describe the architecture PacificClouds.

In order for architecture to cover all objectives of

PacificClouds, aforementioned in this article, it must

include the following functionalities: (i) identify the

application microservices as well as its requirements;

(ii) identify user requirements; (iii) discover and mo-

nitor the capabilities of the available clouds; (iv) ma-

nage the application deployment and execution; (v)

monitor the deployment and execution of each appli-

cation microservice; (vi) monitor user and application

requirements, as well as the capabilities of the clouds

involved in running the application; (vii) provide the

deployment of each application microservice; (viii)

manage the cloud resources of each application mi-

croservice; (ix) provide application performance in-

formation to the user, as that the user can modify the

requirements at runtime. Therefore, PacificClouds ar-

chitecture consists of three parts: PacificClouds API,

Adapter, pacificClouds Core. The Figure 1 illustra-

tes the PacificClouds architecture; after, we describe

each PacificClouds architecture component.

Figure 1: PacificClouds Architecture.

PacificClouds API is the communication inter-

face between the software architect and the Paci-

ficClouds Core. The PacificClouds API receives two

artifacts from the software architect: the application

and users’ SLA, which it sends to the PacificClouds

Core. The PacificClouds Core provides information,

for the software architect via PacificClouds API, both

about resources used by an application and about ap-

plication and user’s requirements.

Adapter is the communication interface between

the multiple available clouds and the PacificClouds

Core. The adapter sends the capabilities and informa-

tion about the cloud resources used by the application

to PacificClouds Core. it also sends the microservices

received from the PacificClouds Core to the clouds.

PacificClouds Core is the central part of the ar-

chitecture. It is responsible for discovering the ap-

plication microservices and their respective require-

ments; determining the clouds; deploying the micro-

services; managing cloud resources used by the ap-

plication; monitoring information about the resources

used by the application at runtime; monitoring all ca-

pabilities of the clouds; and verifying the user requi-

rements. Therefore, it is composed of six microser-

vices to perform all its tasks. These microservices

themselves communicate through synchronous calls

and asynchronous events. In the next subsections, we

describe these microservices.

4.2.1 Application Management Service

Application Management Service (AMS) receives an

application from the PacificCloud API and it is re-

sponsible for registering it in the AppData (via Ap-

plications Register Service (ARS)) and sending it to

the Microservices Identification Service (MIS). Then,

the AMS extracts each application microservice (via

MIS), in addition to the requirements of each micro-

service and the user (via Requirements Discovery Ser-

vice (RDS)). In addition, the AMS registers the user

profile in the USrData (via Users Register Service

(URS)), according to Figure 2.

Figure 2: The services of the AMS microservice.

4.2.2 SLA Service

Figure 3 illustrates the SLA Service, which is respon-

sible for mapping the user’s and microservice’s requi-

rements received from the AMS, as well as the cloud

resources data used by the application received from
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the Monitoring Service (via Data Mapping Service

(DMS)). In addition, the SLA Service develops pro-

cedures and methods for evaluating and reporting in-

formation on the application performaence to the soft-

ware architect (via Data Analysis Service (DAS)).

Figure 3: The services of the SLA Service microservice.

4.2.3 Notification Service

Notification Service, shown in Figure 4, is responsible

for notifying DPGS microservice (via Deployment

Notification Service (DplNS)) about changes in the

user requirements or the microservice requirements,

or the updating of the application; it also informs

DPGS about violation of the criteria by cloud, regis-

ters the notification data in DplNData and notifies the

software architect for deploying or redeploying of the

application (via User Notification Service (UsrNS)).

Figure 4: The services of the Notification microservice.

4.2.4 Monitoring Service

Monitoring Service, shown in Figure 5, is responsi-

ble for monitoring the cloud resources used by the

application at runtime through the adapter. Moni-

toring Service is composed by three services: (i)

Cloud Resources Register Service (CRRS) receives

from DPGS the deployment plan data. After, it re-

gisters it in MsRsData and it sends it to CRDAS; (ii)

Cloud Resources Detection Service (CRDetS) detects

all capabilities of the clouds, which are deployed by

the microservices. Next, it sends them to CRDAS;

(iii) Cloud Resource Data Analysis Service(CRDAS)

is responsible for comparing the application perfor-

mance received from CRDS with the deployment plan

data; next, it sends the cloud resources data used by

the application to SLA Service and sends a notifica-

tion to Notification Service if any violation happens.

Figure 5: The service of the Monitoring microservice.

4.2.5 Deployment Plan Generation Service

The Figure 6 illustrates Deployment Plan Generation

Service (DPGS), which determines the cloud provi-

ders for deploying the microservices without viola-

ting application and user requirements via Cloud Se-

lection Service (CSS). For this, it receives from the

SLA Service all requirements. Afterward, it must

generate a microservices deployment plan based on

the requirements and the capabilities of the clouds

obtained by Cloud Capabilities Discovery Service

(CCDS). Also, it analyzes the notifications received

from Notification Service and the requirements recei-

ved from SLA service; next, if necessary, it generates

a redeployment plan of some microservices.

Figure 6: The deployment plan generation microservice.

4.2.6 Deployment Service

Deployment Service, illustrated in Figure 7, recei-

ves the microservices from AMS through Application

Microservices Reception Service (AMRS), besides

registering each microservice in McsData. Next, De-

ployment Service identifies the cloud for each micro-

service according to deploy plan via Microservice As-

sociation Service (MAS); after, it deploys the micro-

services via Microservice Deployment Service (MD-

plS).

We can observe that PacificClouds intends to ma-

nage the deployment and execution process of the dis-

tributed application in multiple clouds to better meet

the needs of the application and consequently im-

prove end-user satisfaction with the application per-

formance. Thus, the PacificClouds will be able to

help the software architecture in the process of de-
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Figure 7: The Deployment Service.

signing and developing the application. For this, Pa-

cificClouds must identify each of the services offe-

red by the application, as well as its requirements. In

addition, PacificClouds must select the most suitable

clouds for each one of the application services, and to

deploy each of the application services according to

the clouds selection process. The PacificClouds must

also monitor application execution by observing the

clouds involved in the application deployment to de-

tect any violation of requirements, and monitor chan-

ges in application requirements, application services’

updates and capabilities of the clouds to identify the

need to re-deploy some application services.

5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we describe an overview of the six

most relevant works related to PacificClouds in regars

to treating the interoperability in multiple clouds, in

which each of them proposes a different solution to

mitigate vendor lock-in.

Cloud4SOA introduces a broker-based architec-

ture whose primary goal is to address semantic in-

teroperability challenges at the PaaS layer, based on

SOA architecture (Dandria et al., 2012). The mO-

SAIC aims at offering access to heterogeneous re-

sources from multiple clouds. Under a high-level

perspective, an API and a PaaS compose the mO-

SAIC, which PaaS allows us to deploy, configure and

manage applications running on IaaS. (Petcu et al.,

2013).

MODAClouds offers a set of techniques for deve-

lopment and runtime operation management of mul-

tiple clouds applications. It delivers an open-source

IDE for the high-level design, cloud service selection,

early prototyping, QoS assessments, semi-automatic

code generation, and multiple cloud applications au-

tomatic deployment (Ardagna et al., 2012). The RA-

SIC focuses on resolving the semantic interoperabi-

lity issues in IaaS and introducing a user-centric ap-

proach for applications that use cloud resources. It fa-

cilitates the smooth switching among cloud providers

and allows the composition and services integration

of different clouds (Loutas et al., 2010).

Automated Setup of Multi-Cloud Environments

for Microservices Applications proposes an automa-

ted approach for the selection and configuration of

cloud providers for microservices based applications.

But it does not deal directly with applications deploy-

ment and does not consider costs and quality of ser-

vice for optimizing the selection as these depend he-

avily on application usage (Sousa et al., 2016). The

SeaClouds focuses on deploying and managing com-

plex multi-component applications over heterogene-

ous clouds. The approach is based on the concept of

service orchestration and is designed to fulfill functi-

onal and non-functional properties of the application.

In addition, the services can be deployed, replicated,

and administered using standard harmonized APIs

such as CAMP specification and Cloud4SOA (Brogi

et al., 2015).

6 DISCUSS

In this section, we present an analysis of the works

described in Section 5 and the PacificClouds. For this,

we offer a summary of the features of all the soluti-

ons described in this article, including PacificClouds,

related to promoting interoperability in a multi-cloud

environment. We consider 10 aspects described in this

article, because through them we can observe the le-

vel of flexibility of a given solution.

In Table 1, there is the only aspect that all soluti-

ons promote the semantic interoperability. Some so-

lutions use the semantic interoperability in the appli-

cations portability, while others use it in the interope-

rability between application modules distributed over

multiple clouds, and it includes solutions that use it to

treat vertical interoperability between service models.

One of the characteristics described in Table 1

refers to the service model used by the solutions.

MODAClouds and ASMEMA treat interoperability in

the three primary service models: IaaS, PaaS, and

SaaS. Despite addressing the three levels, MODA-

Clouds only addresses horizontal interoperability for

cloud federation. ASMEMA does not address any of

the vertical and horizontal interoperability levels for

the multi-cloud delivery model. Two other solutions,

Cloud4SOA and RASIC, address interoperability in

only one of the service models. Cloud4SOA addres-

ses interoperability at the PaaS level; it does not ad-

dress any vertical and horizontal interoperability le-

vels, and it uses the hybrid delivery model, which is

a cloud federation that has a private cloud and at least

one public cloud (Petcu, 2014a). RASIC treats inter-

operability in the IaaS service model for multi-cloud
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Table 1: Summary of the characteristics the related work with PacificClouds.

Projects Characteristics
Solutions for Multiple Clouds

Cloud4SOA mOSAIC MODAClouds RASIC ASMEMA SeaClouds PacificClouds

Service Model PaaS IaaS/PaaS IaaS/PaaS/SaaS IaaS IaaS/PaaS/SaaS IaaS/PaaS IaaS/PaaS/SaaS

Delivery Model Hybrid Hybrid Cloud Federation Multi-Cloud Multi-Cloud Multi-Cloud Multi-Cloud

Portability ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔

Vertical Interoperability ✘ ✔ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔

Horizontal Interoperability ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔ ✔

Application Distributed ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Different Technological

Background
✘ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✘ ✔

Semantics ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Flexibility ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔ ✘ ✔

Decentralized Governance ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✘ ✔

✔ The work has the characteristic ✘ The work does not have the characteristic

but addresses only the horizontal interoperability le-

vel. Finally, mOSAIC, SeaClouds, and PacificClouds

treat interoperability in the IaaS and PaaS service mo-

dels. mOSAIC uses the hybrid delivery model; it de-

als with vertical interoperability as it makes applica-

tion portability. SeaClouds and PacificClouds address

vertical and horizontal interoperability levels for the

multi-cloud delivery model as well as promote appli-

cation portability.

RASIC, ASMEMA, SeaClouds, and Paci-

ficClouds address interoperability for distributed

applications in multiple clouds geographically

dispersed, while the other solutions address only ap-

plication portability between clouds. In relation to the

background technologies in clouds, just Cloud4SOA

and SeaClouds do not use clouds that have different

background technologies, that is, all clouds involved

in the portability or interoperability of applications

must have the same background technology for

Cloud4SOA and SeaClouds.

ASMEMA and PacificClouds solutions are flex-

ible because they allow deploying each application

module in a different cloud, and they enable one mo-

dule to use different technologies than another mo-

dule. Also, it enables one module to be updated in-

dependently of other modules. The difference bet-

ween ASMEMA and PacificClouds is that the former

does not do decentralized governance by not treating

either interoperability or portability. Therefore, Paci-

ficClouds is the only proposed solution that promo-

tes the decentralized governance of the applications,

to the best of our knowledge, allowing the applica-

tion modules to have a loosely coupled, in addition

to generating less traffic in the network and therefore

allowing greater flexibility.

According to the analysis performed in this sub-

section, we can observe that PacificClouds allows gre-

ater flexibility regarding interoperability in a multi-

cloud environment. Because of allowing an applica-

tion to be distributed over several clouds according to

the requirements of the application and the user re-

gardless of the technology used, through the use of

native cloud application and microservices.

7 CONCLUSION

We show in this work a novel architecture, called Pa-

cificClouds, that supports the interoperability across

multiple clouds, allowing the software architect to

choose the application requirements and architecture

with no need to worry about the application de-

ployment in the clouds. The architecture also al-

lows the use of several independent clouds and diffe-

rent technologies backgrounds. Thus, PacificClouds

achieves another goal of flexibility, which helps more

cloud computing adoption. The PacificClouds archi-

tecture is based on microservices to help achieve their

goals. In this manner, PacificClouds provides other

contributions: a) lightweight, since each microservice

has only one function; b) decentralized governance

of the application, because each microservice is in-

dependent of one another, which allows loosely cou-

pled; c) the software architect can request at runtime

a new SLA by analyzing the monitoring metrics; d)

facilitates the use of native cloud application in appli-

cation development.

One of the contributions of PacificClouds is the

flexibility; however, to achieve this, some challenges

need to be overcome. One of the more significant

challenges is to reach the interoperability of clouds

that possess distinct background technological; in this

manner, software architects are primarily concerned

with application development and the user’s SLA. Pa-

cificClouds must deploy the microservices that com-

pose applications through a deployment plan, and it

must monitor the requirements of the application and

user in runtime, beyond the capabilities of the clouds.
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In addition, PacificClouds must build the decentrali-

zed governance of the application so that the solution

is flexible. Finally, it must allow the application mi-

croservices to use distinct technologies.
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